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Abstract: Standardisation of multivariate observations is the important stage
that precedes the determination of distances (dissimilarities) in clustering and
multidimensional scaling. Different studies (e.g. Milligan and Cooper (1988))
show the effect of standardisation on the retaining of cluster structure in various
data configurations. In the paper the survey of standardisation formulas is given.
Then we consider the problem of different scales of measurement and their impact
on:

– the selection of the standardisation formula;

– the selections of the appropriate dissimilarity (or similarity) measure.

1 The measurement scales of variables

In the theory of measurement four basic scales are distinguished: nominal,
ordinal, interval and ratio. Among the four scales of measurement, the
nominal is considered the lowest. It is followed by the ordinal scale, the
interval scale, and the ratio scale, which is highest. They were introduced
by Stevens (1959). The systematic of scales is related to the transformations,
which retain the relations of respective scale. This is summarised in Table
1.

One of the basic rules in the measurement theory is the following one: the
numbers being the results of the measurement on the stronger (higher) scale
can be transformed to the numbers on the weaker (lower) scale. The trans-
formation of values from weaker scale to stronger scale is not permissible,
since this means increasing the amount of available information. Anderberg
(1973) presents some approximation methods of transformation from weaker
scale to stronger scale by using some additional information.
A general and important guideline is that the statistics based on a lower
level of measurement can be used for a higher scale of measurement, since
permissible functions for higher scale are also permissible for lower scale.

Hand (1996) discusses the problem of relationship between measurement
scales and statistics. He presents the major theories of measurement and
describes the different kinds of models which may be derived within each
theory. He shows in this article several examples, which has been the source
of confusion and controversy.



Table 1: The Rules for Scales of Measurement

Scale Basic Empirical Allowed Mathematical Allowed Arithmetic
Operations Transformations Operations

Nominal equal to (xA = xB), z = f(x), f(x)–any counting of events
not equal to one-to-one corres- (numbers of relations
(xA 6= xB) pondence function equal to,

not equal to)
Ordinal above and greater z = f(x), f(x)–any counting of events

than (xA > xB), strictly increasing (numbers of relations
smaller than function equal to, not equal
(xA < xB) to, greater than,

smaller than)
Interval above and equality z = bx + a (b > 0), above and addition,

of differences z ∈ R for all possible subtraction
xA − xB = xC − xD values x in R. The

zero value on this
scale is usually
assumed, either
arbitrarily or by
the convention

Ratio above and equality z = bx (b > 0), above and
of ratios z ∈ R+ for all possible multiplication,
( xA

xB
= xC

xD
) values x in R+. The division

natural origin of the
ratio scale is zero
(this scale is bounded
from the left)

Source: Adapted from: Stevens (1959), p. 25, 27; Walesiak (1995), p. 189-191.

2 Standardisation of variables

Multivariate statistical methods often require that the scales of measurement
of all variables are either the same or at least similar (as similar interval and
ratio scale are considered as well as nominal and ordinal). In addition, in
many multivariate statistical methods, like clustering or multidimensional
scaling, one has to standardise the variables.

The purpose of standardisation is to adjust the size (magnitude) and the rel-
ative weighting of the input variables (see e.g. Milligan and Cooper (1988),
p. 182). The standardisation is used when the variables are measured on
interval or ratio scale. In the case of nominal and ordinal scales, standardis-
ation is not necessary, because on nominal and ordinal values such relations
as equality of differences and equality of ratios are not permitted.
The only permissible transformations on the interval and ratio scale are
linear transformations, thus the standardisation formulas are of the following



type (Walesiak (1990)):

zij = bxij + a (b > 0), (1)

where zij(xij) denotes the value (standardised value) of the j-th variable for
the i-th object.

The particular (often used) case of transformation (1) is the one where:

b = 1/σ, a = −µ/σ, (2)

here: µ – location parameter,
σ – spread (scatter) parameter.

This can be also given as:

zij = (xij − µ)/σ. (3)

Therefore, in this case we have general type of standardisation. In this
generalisation instead of mean more general location parameter is used and
instead of standard deviation more general spread parameter is used.

This type of standardisation leads to standardised variables where for each
variable:

– location parameter is equal to 0,

– spread parameter is equal to 1.

Among the possible location and spread parameters are those based on Lp-
norm. To derive this, we use the arguments given by Jajuga (1999). First
let us start with the case of L2-norm. It is well know that the location
parameter is mean and spread parameter is standard deviation. Let us note
that here:

– location parameter (in this case – mean) is the solution to the problem

of the minimisation (with respect to µ)
√

∑n
i=1

(xi − µ)2,

– spread parameter (in this case – standard deviation) is equal to

σ =
√

∑n
i=1(xi − µ)2/

√
n.

So the location parameter is the solution of minimisation problem and spread
parameter is the “volume” of the set of observations measured with respect
to particular norm (in this case L2-norm).
It is well known that the location parameters being the solutions of minimi-
sation problem for other cases of Lp-norm are:

– for p = 1: median,

– for p = ∞: midrange, given as µ = 0.5(xmax + xmin).



By using the same argument as for L2-norm, we can propose the general

form of spread parameter for Lp-norm σ = p

√

∑n
i=1 |xi − µ|p/ p

√
n (where µ –

corresponding location parameter).
Then it is straightforward to present two other particular cases of spread
parameter:

– for p = 1 : σ =
∑n

i=1
|xi −µ|/n (where µ – median). So this is mean of

absolute deviations from median;

– for p = ∞ : σ = 0.5(xmax − xmin). Therefore, this is half of range.

By assuming different norms, we get different possible standardisation for-
mulas.

The another particular types of standardisation are:

– unitisation, where as location parameter mean is taken and as spread
parameter range is taken,

– unitisation with zero minimum, where as location parameter minimal
value of variable is taken and as spread parameter range is taken.

Another standardisation types are so called quotient transformations being
cases of (2) where:

b = 1/x0j, a = 0, (4)

where x0j denotes normalising value, for which the following cases are met
in practice: standard deviation, range, maximal value of variable, mean,
x0j =

∑n
i=1 xij or x0j = [

∑n
i=1 x2

ij]
0.5.

The purpose of the standardisation is to equalise the size (magnitude) of
variables. This is possible only if the same zero unit for all variables are
used. The quotient transformation can be used only if all variables are
measured on the ratio scale (for which natural zero unit exists). For the
interval scale the general standardisation given by (1) and (2) can be used,
provided that for each variable arbitrary zero value is determined by the
same procedure.

Multivariate statistical interdependence methods (like clustering methods,
multidimensional scaling methods) use different standardisation formulas
and similarity or dissimilarity measures. The use of these formulas and mea-
sures depends on the particular scale of measurement. This is summarised
in Figure 1.

Of course, when choosing appropriate standardisation formulas, one has to
take into account not only the measurement scales, but also different char-
acteristics of distribution after standardisation, like e.g. mean, standard
deviation, range. The Table 2 shows the characteristics after transformation
for several standardisation formulas.



Figure 1: Classification of standardisation formulas and measures of simi-
larity and dissimilarity from the point of view scales of measurement

Measures of similarity and
dissimilarity*

Transformed
variable scale level

Normalisation
formula

Variable
scale level

Measures of similarity be-
tween data units described by:

a) binary variables – match-
ing coefficients (e.g Rogers
and Tanimoto, Sokal and
Michener),
b) nominal variables, which
may take on more than two
states – Sokal and Michener
simple matching coefficient
(Kaufman and Rousseeuw
(1990), p. 28)

Nominal -

Distance based on Kendall’s
coefficient of correlation (see
Walesiak (1993); Walesiak et
al. (1998); Walesiak (1999))

Ordinal -

standardisation,
unitisation,
unitisation with
zero minimum

quotient
transformations

Minkowski distance (e.g.
Euclidean, city-block,
Chebychev)

Canberra distance, Bray
and Curtis distance,
Clark distance, Bhat-
tacharya distance

Interval Interval

Ratio Ratio

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

* Formulas for measures of similarity and dissimilarity are shown in: Cormack
(1971); Cox and Cox (1994), p. 10-11; Wedel and Kamakura (1998), p. 47.

Table 2: Transformed mean, transformed standard deviation and trans-
formed range after standardisation

Formula Transformed Transformed Transformed
mean standard deviation range

(xij − xj)/sj 0 1 rj/sj

(xij − xj)/rj 0 sj/rj 1
[xij − min

i
{xij}]/rj [xj − min

i
{xij}]/rj sj/rj 1

xij/sj xj/sj 1 rj/sj

xij/rj xj/rj sj/rj 1
xij/ max

i
{xij} xj/ max

i
{xij} sj/ max

i
{xij} rj/ max

i
{xij}

xij/xj 1 sj/xj rj/xj

xij/
∑n

i=1 xij 1/n sj/
∑n

i=1 xij rj/
∑n

i=1 xij

xij/
√

∑n
i=1 x2

ij xj/
√

∑n
i=1 x2

ij sj/
√

∑n
i=1 x2

ij rj/
√

∑n
i=1 x2

ij

xj, sj , rj denotes arithmetic mean, standard deviation and range for j-th variable
Source: Adapted from: Jajuga (1981), p. 33; Milligan and Cooper (1988).



The following remarks should be mentioned:

• unitisation, unitisation with zero minimum and quotient transforma-
tion, where the normalising value is range may be useful, since they
retain variability (measured via standard deviation) and set up range
for all variables equal to 1;

• classical standardisation (z-score) and quotient transformation where
normalising value is standard deviation unify variability of all vari-
ables, thus here the variability is not the base for the clustering;

• quotient transformations where normalising values are maximal value
and “norm” retain the differences in means, standard deviations and
ranges;

• quotient transformations where normalising values are mean and sum
of observations retain the differences in standard deviations and ranges.
It is worth to mention that first formula is used in structural studies
where the so-called compositional data are used.

In all discussed standardisation types all variables are treated separately,
therefore the standardisation is performed separately for each variable. In
such approach the interdependences are not taken into account. Sometimes
it is worth to consider the standardisation performed jointly for all consid-
ered variables. The only one being the multivariate generalisation of (1) and
(2) is given as:

zi = Σ
−1/2(xi − µ), (5)

where: zi – standardised multivariate observation,
xi – multivariate observation,
µ – mean vector,
Σ – covariance matrix.

This is the case of general “joint” standardisation for L2-norm. It is worth
to see that for L2-norm we have:

– location vector – mean vector, being solution to the problem of min-
imisation of the function

∑

n

i=1
(xi − µ)T(xi − µ);

– scatter (spread) matrix – covariance matrix, given as
Σ = 1

n

∑

n

i=1
(xi − µ)(xi − µ)T.

If one attempts to extend this to other cases of p, this fails because of
problems to define inner product (used in the specification of location vector,
given above) and outer product (used in the formula for scatter matrix, given
above). Both of these are defined only for p = 2.



3 Conclusions

The considerations given above confirm the remark provided by Milligan
and Cooper that standardisation methods involving division by the range
are useful when standardisation is being performed, however one has to take
into account all limitations resulting from measurement scales.

The quotient transformations should be used if all variables are measured
on ratio scale. Milligan and Cooper (1988), p. 184 propose to add to all
values a sufficiently large positive constant if some values of j-th variable
are negative. The goal of this operation is to obtain the proportionality
property. If some values of the j-th variable are negative, it means that this
variable is measured on interval scale. On this scale, the proportionality
property is not allowed.
All discussed standardisation formulas, being linear transformations of each
variable (separately), retain the skewness and kurtosis of distribution of
variables. In addition, for each pair of variables all standardisation formulas
retain the value of correlation coefficient.
Use of particular distances depends on the measurement scales of variables
after transformations. Some distances, like Canberra, Bray-Curtis, Clark,
Bhattacharya may be used only if variables are measured on ratio scale.
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